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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The objective of this article is to examine the components of entrepreneurial leaning based on competency approach, motivation and traits theories to propose a conceptual framework with knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivation and traits. A severe shortage of studies relevant to Sri Lanka is observed in comparison with the western countries where specific dimensions linked with entrepreneurial leaning have been revealed.
Methodology: These specific dimensions are selected instead of others based on the more practical application for the graduate entrepreneurs in the education sector in Sri Lanka and it is a new trend in the academic perspective.
Finding: It is significant that research conducted up to now, education activates of graduate entrepreneurs in the university system is lack a general frame, where queries on the subject of EL still remain unreciprocated.
Conclusion: The proposed recommendations strongly advocate for future empirical research of this valuable topic, thus adding new knowledge to the existing.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial learning, competencies, motivation, graduate entrepreneur
JEL Codes: L26, L31, P13

1. INTRODUCTION

Academics and creators of new ventures in the field of entrepreneurship which is applicable throughout the world (Sok, Snell, Lee, & Sok, 2017) and consider entrepreneurial learning (EL) as a vital area for investigation, which needs more attention and expansion (Wang & Chugh, 2014). Further, in the Sri Lankan context, it is significant that there is an enormous gap when compared with the western countries (Kumara, 2012). In the present context EL is identified as a mirror image of the local competitive advantages and disadvantages of the exterior environment or, by and large microeconomic business, social and economic conditions (Nicolae, Ion, & Nicolae, 2016). In addition, EL can be defined as a process of lifelong learning in multiple disciplines improving competence across individual development, proficiency in society, generating employment and starting entrepreneurial businesses that promote social and cultural environment (Bacigalupo, Kampylis, Punie, Van den, & Brande, 2016).

Therefore, it is vital of this discussion in a contemporary society giving special attention in the sustainable development of a country.
EL is vital for the sustainability of any country (Lomberg, Urbig, Stöckmann, Marino & Dickson, 2017; Sok, Snell, Lee, & Sok, 2017). Many authors have considered different perspectives of theories to emphasize the relationship between EL and its numerous dimensions (Ernest, Matthew & Samuel, 2015). However, it is evident that in the Sri Lankan context few studies on EL had been carried out previously to examine this vital relationship using several components under specific theoretical backgrounds (Kasturiratne, 2012; Ranasinghe, 2008). One such study conducted on international enterprise education in Sri Lanka; a blended approach, highlighted that some important dimensions considered were entrepreneurial aptitude, intensity and self efficacy. Further it is also clear that many research which elaborated on the above factors, were focused on different theories and models. However most of these studies were based on enterprise education but not university education. When considering university education in Sri Lanka, one case study conducted by Plymouth University in collaboration with University of Colombo and University of Kelaniya in Sri Lanka concluded in successful enterprise challenges in central Colombo focusing on the Sri Lanka tourism industry. This case study was based on blended, incremental delivery approach adopted and analyzing the multiple data sources. Majority of these studies were conducted in Sri Lanka, by using limited dimensions of EL when compared with the western context. Although there are many relationships and conceptualizations with regard to EL adopted in the west, these have not been applied in the Sri Lankan context due to limited perception, reluctance to try new concepts for the fear of unsuitability as a result of cultural, social and environmental factors. It is necessary to overcome this situation for the sustainable development of the country and this present study aims to contribute towards this exercise. Hence it would be appropriate to adopt the theories, concepts, models and frameworks tried out in the west, such as entrepreneurial motivation, personality development and competencies of the persons in relation to the university system.

Therefore this article has two aims and the first is to examine the dimensions in relation to EL in the university system. In order to fulfill this requirement, at the outset, theoretical concepts of EL were studied with a view to identify the different types of dimensions on the basis of the suitable theories, approaches, and models. The second aim is to develop a conceptual framework depicting the relationship EL has, with the dimensions exclusively selected for this article, in relation to the exhaustive literature review on the subject. Therefore, the ultimate intention of this article is to examine the dimensions in relation to EL and the proposed conceptual framework, consisting of dimensions in relation to different disciplines would be explored in future studies specially focusing on graduate entrepreneurs in the universities around the world.

Furthermore, researchers are allowed to discover the associations among various academic approaches, learning outcomes and subsequent career entrepreneurial performance by exploring EL which is an area that needs continuing accurate research (Buckley, 2014; Fani, 2015). It is also worthwhile to note that EL could be validated and tested through the graduate entrepreneurs in the university systems (Dermol, 2010) including Sri Lanka. It would be possible to evaluate graduate entrepreneurs in the EL environment of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura (USI) which is a state university in Sri Lanka, that was considered as the study area for this article. In order to establish a strong basis on the vitality of EL a sound theoretical review of the literature is essential.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Theoretical Development

Theories need not be regarded to be purely academic since these help to understand basic concepts that are required to take decisions and activities with a clear mind in an improved manner rather than without any explanation or theory. At all possible levels, theories can basically have an impact on in influencing conclusion and activities. The disputes that arise in consequence to disparities in descriptions could be due to the theories that require testing (Migiro, 2014). This section provides a brief explanation for the literature related to EL giving priority to dimensions which were selected to be relevant to graduate entrepreneurs in the Sri Lankan state Universities. The narrative style is used to prepare this article exploring the vast knowledge on the current topic instead of the systematic literature review.

2.2. Review of Entrepreneurial Learning (EL)

EL is a part of lifelong learning (Sazen-Gultekein & Gur-erdogan, 2016) and it is a phenomenon that can be observed, a process entrepreneurs engaged in and regarded as important since it is a concept which has been given high assessment in academic literature in the past decade (Ernest, et al., 2015, Sazen-Gultekein & Gur-Erdogan, 2016; Toktarova, 2015). From 1970s a large number of methodical research have been conducted in relation to EL in the universities (Biggs & Tang, 2011; Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983; Laurillard, 2002; Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Prosser & Trigwell, 1999; Ramsden, 2003). These research findings have led to identifying the main components related to EL environment (Entwistle & Smith, 2002) which indicates that EL can be applied to areas such as social, community, family, education and government sectors which are of interest in the society (Buckley, 2014).
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EL appear to be a idea at the boundary of entrepreneurship and institutional development learning (Wang & Chugh, 2013) and it is a consequence of practice on entrepreneurial behavior (Houwer, Gawronski & Barnes-Holmes, 2013) which led to theory of planned behavior (TPB) model in the literature. This article uses TPB model to identify the behavior representing different dimensions in relation to the graduates’ EL environment along with their entrepreneurship intention. Moreover, TBP in the case of new comers who start new ventures, should process best proactiveness by intentions towards the behaviour. EL attracted the interest of many researchers during 1990s as graduates experienced in learning, reached the upper echelon in higher education due to increased graduate intakes and differentiation (Poon, 2013). Researchers generally gather information on EL by studying what, how and why entrepreneurs learn (Cope, 2011). An important issue that needs to be highlighted in relation to EL is that a business can succeed or fail (Fani, 2015) depending on the learning environment of the individual and the process of EL is not similar among two persons (Schmeck, 1988). One learner’s method of learning could be the preservation of information through learning by heart and retrieval, while trying to know the meanings and understand the reality could be another learner’s technique (Ruhnau, 2006). Normally, all learners have differences concerning their usual capability with their preference in handling information and ability to transmit that knowledge in a suitable way (Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993).

EL has been measured using different, theories, perspectives and models in the literature during a considerable time span. It is important to reflect on some of the processes which are of interest to this article are stated for the sake of completeness of this central topic. The competency approach which is expressed in terms of EL mainly selects the considerable part of the selection of dimensions. It is interpreted as a competency which helps to measure entrepreneurial attitudes, entrepreneurial skills and entrepreneurial knowledge (Sanchez, 2011) which are the first three components considered in the present article. An empirical study revealed the prime importance of the above competency factors of entrepreneurs in handling entrepreneurial activities and issues connected with EL processes (Ernest et al., 2015). Another relevant point of view considered in this article is the need theory (Murray, 1938) which is based on the requirement to understand the association between the social backgrounds and individuals’ comfort level (Deci & Ryan, 2002) where motivation can be used to evaluate EL. Another popular EL monitoring process is the big five personality model which is based on five personality components namely openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and experiences which suggest the importance of traits for EL. Competency approach allows studying the behavioral styles for successful learning at a proficient standard in various perspectives and the effect of diverse issues in relation to learning. TBP is the foundation for the competency approach and EL activity undoubtedly symbolizes this model (Krueger & Carsrud, 1993). A study mentions that the field of entrepreneurship has mainly neglected TBP in their research although many other disciplines have widely used this theory in practicing their research (Krueger & Carsrud, 1993). Hence, based on the competency approach, need theory of motivation and the big five personality model of traits explained above and considering the EL environment of the graduate entrepreneurs, this article develops the proposed conceptual framework.

2.3. Gap analysis: research gaps and issues in entrepreneurial learning

Thorough study of relevant literature highlighted numerous studies conducted in the field of EL as well as the areas which needs more research. During this exercise five gaps in relation to Sri Lankan context, were exposed on the examination of the selected literature.

Gap One - EL has been integrated with other related studies in different industries, and in various perspectives providing a contribution to future research in the western countries. However, this trend is yet to be achieved in the Sri Lankan context which results in a knowledge gap. Among the vast number of studies in the western part of the globe, a study relevant to EL that was carried out in Turkey using a sample of 328 is “The Relationship and Effect between Lifelong Learning Tendencies and Social Entrepreneurship Characteristics of Prospective Teachers” (Sezen-Gultekin & Gur-Erدوgan, 2016). The key findings of the study highlighted that EL tendencies such as knowledge, skills and attitudes have a positive relationship with entrepreneurship. The study titled “Does an action-based entrepreneurship education mean action heroes? Impact assessing an action-based entrepreneurial venture creation program” was conducted by an empirical research in Norway with a sample of 94. According to this student goal oriented entrepreneurial self-efficacy (ESE) is clearly influenced by carrying out venture creation program process. However, the impact of entrepreneurial knowledge on EL has been highlighted as vital research area in literature (Ernest, et al., 2015).

Gap Two - In the western countries, many empirical findings and comprehensive research emphasizes a variety of learning prospects that improve entrepreneurial skills (Fayolle & Gailly, 2008; Heinonen & Poikki, 2006; Okudan & Rzas, 2006; Zhao, Seibert & Hills, 2005). In the Sri Lankan context, a gap of practical and theoretical studies on entrepreneurial skills in relation to EL is observed (Kumara, 2012). The relationship between entrepreneurial skills and EL plays a vital role in a person’s life in the economical perspective (Sahban, 2014) and the impact of entrepreneurial skills on EL is worth mentioning (Ernest et al., 2015). The major variables that affect the competitiveness of business to a certain extent are entrepreneurs’ management, the technical knowhow in the relevant field and the skills along with their psychological and behavioral characteristics. Literature emphasizes that there is a difference in students’ direction of learning by any method
and their capability of using the learning tactics. A study titled “Pedagogical Management of Learning Activities of Students in the Electronic Educational Environment of the University: A Differentiated Approach” was designed in Russia using 87 students as sample (Toktarova, 2015). This research proved that the necessity of developing the learning skills at a elevated standard, quality direction and proper instructive arrangements are responsible for academic management in such higher education institutes.

**Gap Three** - In the Sri Lankan context very few research is carried out in the field of entrepreneurial attitudes in relation to EL and it has to be highlighted as the gap that needs to be elaborated (Kumara, 2012). The association among entrepreneurial attitudes and EL is identified clearly (Ernest et al., 2015). Some of the research have expressed that entrepreneurial attitude is a major dimension of EL (Moen & Allgood, 2009). Further, a positive relationship between possessing a favorable attitude during the period of the specific time and superior learning achievements is specified in literature (Perkins, 2004). An empirical study conducted in Trinidad using 60 youths titled “Making a Living in Trinidad: An Ethnographic Exploration of Entrepreneurial Learning among Youth” concluded that youth practice and learn entrepreneurship in families and educational establishments, where diverse, but positive attitudes, balanced knowledge and creative skills are offered.

**Gap Four** - The majority of the empirical research is done on the role of entrepreneurial motivation in the western countries (Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986). It is conspicuous that in spite of the magnitude of value given to entrepreneurial motivation in EL, the number of empirical studies done in Sri Lanka are minimal (Kumar, 2012). This topic represents the importance of entrepreneurial motivation in running an enterprise which resembles the function of fuel or power for a vehicle. The literature has emphasized that in the entrepreneurial process, a vital role is played by entrepreneurial motivation (Baum & Locke, 2004). A study was done in USA using 229 entrepreneurs, Chief executive officers and 106 assistants in the same field. This research investigated the association of entrepreneurial traits, skills and motivation to successive venture growth” (Baum and Locke, 2004). The results indicated that motivation was related to goals of the venture run by the entrepreneurs.

**Gap Five** - The opportunities for research investigation based on the study of entrepreneurial traits by giving importance to personal characteristics are noteworthy, and it leads to prospects for psychology researchers within the entrepreneurship setting in the western context (Baum & Locke, 2004). On the other hand very few studies is done in Sri Lanka, to investigate the connection of entrepreneurial traits and EL (Ranasinghe, 2008). It has been identified that the characteristics of an entrepreneur which are considered in personality traits studies to examine the factors have an effect on the business success. Some studies reveal the progress of small business depends on the traits of the business holder (Ahmad, Ramayah, Wilson & Kummerow, 2010; Blackman, 2003; Kiggundu, 2002; Kotev & Meredith, 1997; Lee & Tsang, 2001; Man, Lau & Chan, 2002; Man & Wafa, 2008; Nimalathasan, 2008; O’Regan, Sims & Ghoadian, 2005; Zoya & Herath, 2007) who is responsible for success of a business and a new trend has emerged lately, to study the significance of traits for venture success (Baum & Locke, 2004; Sarwoko, Surachman, Armanu, Hadiwidjojo, 2013). A study entitled “Entrepreneurship Traits and Social Learning Process: An Overview and Research Agenda” (Royo, Sari & Shaari, 2015) was implemented concerning automotive industry in Malaysia. The conclusion conveyed that since EL is relied on the body of knowledge which is acknowledged as exclusive, hard to imitate and uncertain which will lead to entrepreneurial action. Therefore human dynamics help to understand how traits could influence building up of entrepreneur’s current and future individuality.

Apart from the lack of quality theoretical application of EL in the literature, there is significant desire in this specific field for the academic research and in fact EL has benefited to have a high demand in the university system (Royo et al., 2014). The literature has proved that EL is able to build the quality and quantity of graduate entrepreneurs who contribute to the sustainability, focusing the wealth of economy of the country (Royo et al., 2014). However, in the Sri Lankan context very few studies have been conducted in these fields and the importance of EL has to be highlighted which are the gaps that need to be elaborated. Hence, the broad gap of theoretical and empirical studies of EL in relation to entrepreneurial knowledge, attitudes, skills, motivation and traits in one single study is apparent in the Sri Lankan context. Therefore, it is proposed that the results of this article may support to fill these gaps to some extent.

### 2.4. The organization of the concept of entrepreneurial learning

Although, EL is recognized for all its value and potential, it is unique since it engages in stimulation of knowledge, expression, involvement and purpose (Royo et al., 2014). Moreover, the importance of EL standard at university level has been highlighted in detail (Entwistle & Smith, 2002). Published researches also emphasize the different dimensions of EL for progressive conduct (Baldwin-Evans, 2006; Harris, Sapienza & Bowie, 2009; Mitchell & Honore, 2007; Poorn, 2013). Taking into account the Sri Lankan environment of graduate entrepreneurs, the article develops a conceptual framework on EL, based on the competency approach and some theoretical views corresponding to attitudes, skills, knowledge (Earnest et al., 2015) motivation (Gibb, 1994) and traits (Sanchez, 2011) which become useful to perform specific functions of the business. At this point it should be stressed that although selected dimensions of EL have been studied by the author to a great extent, majority of studies in the literature appeared to be fragmented and did not reflect its connection to EL.
directly. Hence, an attempt is made to formulate a conceptual framework to study the association among EL and the selected five dimensions which are explained below in details.

**Knowledge of Entrepreneurship** - An aspect that has been considered as creating a noteworthy impact on entrepreneurial success is the knowledge of entrepreneurship (Ahmed et al., 2013). Entrepreneurial knowledge is a major factor that can be enhanced in the form of human-capital asset. Knowledge is of prime importance with regard to technical, financial, organizational, and legal abilities etc. (Kuratko, 2005). The underlying principle of entrepreneurial knowledge is known to be taking the maximum benefit of the efficiency related to knowledge in the business venture and sustain the results (Wilg, 1997). It can be stated that management of knowledge is people of management and vice versa is also true (Davenport & Volpe, 2001 as in Fani, 2015). Knowledge is comparable with water because when knowledge is not shared and updated it can get deteriorated similar to stagnating water that gets spoilt and lose all its good quality (Liao, 2002 as cited in Fani, 2015). Gaining knowledge is considered as the major requirement for the improvement of any system (Earnest et al., 2015) including university environment. Undoubtedly, EL is the way to obtain knowledge on a new field or to enhance the existing capacity of comprehension (Rae, 2004).

**Entrepreneurial Skills** - Entrepreneurial skill can be defined as a combination of creativity, analysing, motivating, networking adaptability and financial management competence (Earnest, Matthew & Samuel, 2015). Skill can be considered as an important requirement to fine tune the graduates of various higher education institutions to face vigorous social and economic situations by providing information and talents in relation to the activities of businesses in addition to running individual businesses (Plaziaq & Rachwal, 2014). Investigation on this concept is carried out for more than ten years and it has been discovered that the talents, awareness in relation to the skills for various steps of venture process is attained through effective EL enabling these to be utilized later (Dehghani et al., 2014). Competence is considered as a blend of knowledge, skills and attitude to be possessed by employees for performing their jobs and competence-based education has been given more prominence during the past decade while it is presently becoming popular in a number of countries (Stoof, 2005). It is highlighted that the key entrepreneurial competencies that are perceived by students can be in the order of attitude, knowledge and skill while skill factor has an enormous influence on entrepreneurs handling activities and issues in relation to EL processes (Earnest et al., 2015). It is observed that the term competence is a wide concept although the definitions have comparative variations and it is constantly linked with skills, which is an element that needed to be used by competent entrepreneurs to handle the activities and issues in relation to their actions of EL (Earnest et al., 2015). Hence skills enable the entrepreneurs to cope up with challenges and doubtful situations which are typical for venture start-up and self employment.

**Entrepreneurial Attitude** - Attitude can be defined as a feeling toward an object, i.e. an affective component (Koballa, 1988). Entrepreneurial attitude is a vital dimension which can be referred to as the individual consciousness a person would have for creating his or her own business perception during the development of a business (Thompson, 2009). It is noteworthy to recognize that EL, the graduate received in their universities, invariably has an impact on their entrepreneurial attitudes and provides them the required know how along with skill needed for the entrepreneurial process (Matlay, 2006 as cited in Royo, Sarip & Shaari, 2014). Positive attitude leading to change and several other factors were identified as needs for EL and it is believed that entrepreneurial educators and practitioners are in a position to have an impact on entrepreneurial attitudes (Lambing & Kuehl, 2007). Further it is noted that EL shows an affirmative connection with attitude while the concept of entrepreneurial attitude is being used to measure the impact of EL on student’s perceptions and motivation in relation to entrepreneurship as a feasible carrier opportunity. The decisive manner of self efficacy on students’ motivation, learning, and accomplishment are considered to have a direct impact on entrepreneurial attitudes (Pajares & Urdan, 2006). According to experiential learning theory, attitudes are mainly learnt by the experiences in society and environment where persons face a variety of circumstances during their life or occupation (Politis & Gabrielson, 2009).

**Entrepreneurial Motivation** - Entrepreneurial motivation has been considered as a psychological procedure that takes place with diverse intentions of the individual’s different levels of perception and factors accountable for the stimulus (Hussain, Scott & Hannon, 2008; Solesvik, 2013). Further, it has been recognized that a single motive has the ability to make a person to become an effective entrepreneur and intentions could arise due to a range of internal and external causes (Shane, Locke & Collins, 2003). Literature has proved that new venture performance is found to be affected by entrepreneurial motivation and organization factors (Baum et al., 2001). Empirical studies have proved that lack of suitable attitudes and resources of students who run enterprises in transitional economies can hinder the progress of the enterprise indicating the vital connection between the entrepreneurial motivation and EL (Solesvik, 2013). It has been recognized that universities are in a position to enhance EL by developing motivation and competence of the graduates to turn out to be leading personalities in the innovative and entrepreneurial process (Rasmussen & Sorheim, 2006).

**Entrepreneurial Traits** - Personality traits are typically defined as descriptions of people in terms of relatively stable patterns of behavior, thoughts, and emotions. Traits are personal attributes or behaviours of people which vary among
individuals and the effects of combined traits can exhibit indirect links with other variables (Baum & Locke, 2004). It is stated that entrepreneurial perceptions and actions can be understood by observing or learning entrepreneurial traits (Yan, 2010). Accordingly determination is identified as a trait that can result sustained entrepreneurial actions and vigor, by entrepreneurs even under stress, towards achieving the set objectives of learning (Baum & Locke, 2004). Although entrepreneurial traits have very slight or no explanatory power their effects can be seen through specific, non trait means, such as goals, efficacy, and vision for the learning (Baum & Locke, 2004). EL can be described as a behavioral and social activity taking place while an individual intermingles with other persons with a view to identify and capture opportunities (Rae, 2003). Results of some research studies which attempted to distinguish between the personality traits among entrepreneurs and a group of non entrepreneurs, gave rise to the idea that entrepreneurship can be learnt. It has been accepted by scholars in EL that the traits are possible to be learnt and would be helpful for a person to run a business project successfully (Baum & Locke, 2004). While it is noteworthy to acknowledge the fact that entrepreneurial traits can have an impact on learning method chosen by the entrepreneurial learner in the real world, it is clear that considering the numerous traits, individuals have their own preferences on how and why they learn.

3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

This article aims to propose a conceptual framework for empirical investigation of EL giving careful attention to the prevailing literature. Further the narrative style method has been adopted in presenting this article through literature review. Scientists to a great extent accepted the online information to be resourceful and give access to multiple data bases allowing detailed investigation of specific areas within scholarly and subjects' environment (Dahlander & Gann, 2010). Although these databases contain quality publications, very few on the subject of EL could be found within ISI data base. Hence, using the same key words, SCOPUS database was searched for suitable information. Further, Google Scholar was exploded for details relevant to EL. Some of the articles and theses utilized in this review were results obtained from the web of Freefulpdf science base research while information from other different sources was also made use of. The information was scrutinized to check their applicability to the EL and the related dimensions, for inclusion and the articles beyond the scope of this title were eliminated. After carefully reading the relevant articles from different data bases, around 110 were selected to be considered for this article. A thorough search was carried out to be acquainted with the relevant theories and correlations retaining the consistency in the literature (Hayton, George & Zahra, 2002; Mitchelmore & Rowley, 2010; Rae, 2001).

Based on the selected dimensions and links recognized by way of the literature review, the proposed conceptual framework was developed relevant to the research problem specified in this article. Hence the following figure 1 represents the essence of reviewed literature enabling an easy access for the conceptual framework as follows.

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

![Conceptual Framework](image)

Figure 1 shown above demonstrates the relationship between entrepreneurial learning and five selected dimensions. This conceptual framework represents the combined theoretical views of the literature specially in the context of Sri Lanka.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

The overall aim of this paper was to describe, analyze and synthesize the relevant information in relation to EL and propose a conceptual frame focusing on the connection among selected dimensions and EL construct. This was based on an exhaustive literature review, with a view to investigate its suitability to the up coming Sri Lankan graduate entrepreneurs. The contemporary requirement is to focus on entrepreneurial capacities and mindsets which provide the graduates with creative thinking, effective problem solving, communicating, networking with each other and directing the work which are the relevant tools (Ernest et al., 2015). This has been accepted at the higher education levels, since EL is known as acquiring some specific themes which become useful for working life as an independent entrepreneur.
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Apart from scarcity of quality theories and empirical studies in relation to EL, there is continuing interest in this field to add new knowledge (Royo et al., 2015). The analysis of the selected articles confirmed that the work on EL is fragmented and these lack a common point of origin. The outcomes also revealed that in spite of various arguments, the researchers have missed the chance to work on each other’s research while failing to identify the team base leaders in the field of entrepreneurship. It is also observed that the researchers have restricted the studies on EL mainly to their own countries, and the importance of a dialogue between countries in the region need to be highlighted with the idea of sharing knowledge.

The model proposed for EL of graduate entrepreneurs was developed by utilising competency approach coupled with need theory and big five personality model after review of sound literature in this article. Five main dimensions were identified as gaps of research by thorough examination of the relevant literature through which EL of graduate entrepreneurs could be understood. In the present context research conducted in the university system in relation entrepreneurship need to focus on the selected dimensions instead of other factors, as these serve as important contribution to the national economy. A study conducted on influence of entrepreneurial traits and socio-demographic background of undergraduates students on motivation for entrepreneurial career: a case of Sri Lanka (Busige, 2009) reviled that entrepreneurial traits and motivation factors were considered as major areas for the undergraduate studies in the university system of Sri Lanka. One such study forwarded on Entrepreneurial Orientation and Business Performance of Small and Medium Scale Enterprises of Hambantota District in Sri Lanka (Fairoz, 2010) found that knowledge of entrepreneurship is most vital factor for the learning process in the Sri Lankan context. Determinants of entrepreneurial intention: applying western model to the Sri Lankan context (Jagoda, Lin, Carsrud & Shen, 2013) discussed the relationship between entrepreneurial attitudes and education system in Sri Lanka. Similarity, another research followed on undergraduate intention towards on entrepreneurship: empirical evidences from Sri Lanka (Kumara, 2012) derived the association of self employment focuses on belief and attitudes of the lifelong learning process. In order to fill the gap pertaining to lack of research, this article draws attention to combination of some specific dimensions namely, entrepreneurship knowledge, entrepreneurial skills, entrepreneurial attitudes, entrepreneurial motivation and entrepreneurial traits suggesting a conceptual framework which promotes phenomenal development of this prominent topic. This framework illustrates the possibility of five dimensions having an impact on EL. Overall; it is believed that this article creates a huge potential impact on different stakeholders in the field of entrepreneurship. It is strongly suggested that the model is used as an instrument to form and promote graduate entrepreneurs as excellent business performers. The developed framework is still to be empirically tested and at the same time these dimensions have been clarified and already added to entrepreneurship literature. Hence, this article aims to fill the above identified gaps of EL which is an area that has not been studied earlier. Therefore, this formal framework can be studied empirically and insufficient practical activities do not reduce the value of EL processes (Shane, Locke & Collins, 2003). Due to these arguments it is observed that shortage of studies on EL in the entrepreneurial process is critical (Baumol, 1968). Consequently, this article will assist to determine whether EL facilitates individuals to change their intentions towards entrepreneurship in a positive way. Therefore, the conceptual framework developed in this article, will lead a new path for future research to be directed to reveal whether these dimensions have a link in relation to EL for the upcoming graduate entrepreneurs in the Sri Lankan context.

4.1. Implications

The conceptual framework proposed could be a vital area for studies to be undertaken in this field and the suggested constructs would be empirically tested to confirm the theoretical assumptions illustrated in this article. In order to assess the entrepreneurs’ competencies, attention could be given to the measures used in the previous work of this field (Ernest et al, 2015; Garavan & O’Cinneide, 1994; Gibb, 1994; Sanchez, 2011; Stoof, 2005). As literature suggests, entrepreneurs’ competencies are a combination of entrepreneurial knowledge, entrepreneurial skills, entrepreneurial attitudes (Ernest et al., 2015), along with motivation and traits (Deci & Ryan, 2002) which has a relationship with EL as considered in this article. These main components are discussed with the aim of focusing on the future exploration of new research.

Entrepreneurial knowledge is considered a vital component in the developed framework which has a link with EL and it helps to determine the entrepreneurs learning requirements by focusing on the individuals and venture progress (Earnest, et al., 2015). Furthermore, the knowledge is considered to be enhanced by the entrepreneur’s constant way of thinking (Politis, 2005). The literature also highlights on an academic entrepreneurship framework which recommends a sequence of rationally connected conceptual fundamentals to clarify the process of academics providing a variety of knowledge (Brennan & McGowan, 2006) which proves the priority given to the knowledge factor. It is noteworthy that in the absence of this concept the knowledge gap becomes wider while its presence deem to narrow this knowledge gap and enhances the future research implications.

In relation to the next component of the competency approach, the future researchers are in a position to analyze the entrepreneurial skills following a number of arguments in the literature (Fayolle & Gailly, 2008; Heinonen & Poikkijoki,
It is noteworthy to understand in conducting future research, that exact skills are required for different functions in an organizational setting. This becomes clear from the case of graduates where they have to conduct research and development on different perspectives considering the concept of entrepreneurial skill which becomes vital for future implications. The consequences of this article can serve as an opportunity to make use of the practical and theoretical knowledge and skills on real life experiences (Jones & Jones, 2011). It is noteworthy to understand that participants of EL programs who possess uneven skill levels can lead to unsatisfactory learning by themselves and it is vital to have skills facilitators to avoid departing of participants and create a beneficial EL environment (Steele, 2016). In the absence of the concept of skill in their learning environment the engagement in multipurpose activities of graduates can get discouraged while its presence in adequate quantities will lead to create variety of abilities as well as future research implications.

The third component of competencies is the entrepreneurial attitude and researchers could analyze the behavior and the opinions expressed by many authors in the literature (Jones & Jones, 2011). It has been highlighted that in some of the studies entrepreneurial attitude was chosen as the main key entrepreneurial competence by all respondents (Ernest et al, 2015) while superior attitudes led to the achievement and preference of an entrepreneurial career. Undoubtedly it is accepted that education can have an influence on students' attitudes leading them to initiate entrepreneurship and their entrepreneurial self efficacy (Dabale, 2014). It is believed that entrepreneurial attitudes and general intentions to become entrepreneurs are activated from attending lively entrepreneurial programs (Dabale, 2014) while the absence of such behavior can influence negatively in future research implications.

The fourth component of this conceptual framework is motivation and many authors have recently analyzed it in detail and empirically tested (Scott et al., 2015). Researchers use this developed scale in order to study the respondents' selection of components and EL in the learning environment path and incidence of shifting within and across various types of situations. It is generally accepted that persons who selected entrepreneurship as their career path come across many different push and pull factors which finally settle on and assist their entrepreneurial process (Matlay & Storey, 2003 as cited in Dabale, 2014). The added real value to feasibility of business success caused by entrepreneurial training and entrepreneurial attitudes along with intentions to become future entrepreneurs can be activated from exposure to an entrepreneurial program (Dabale, 2014).

By and large, there is an absolute requirement to educate students in many different institutes providing tertiary education enabling them to survive in vibrant societal and economic situations by strengthening them with knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivation and traits leading to running ventures and administering individual businesses (Plaziak & Rachwal, 2014; Scott et al., 2015; Deakins, O’Neill, & Mileham, 2000). Enhancing these competences to begin a fresh start-up or running an existing firm is the diverse aims and objectives of Stenholm EL (htytti, & Heinonen, 2010). Thus, the key role of effective programs is believed to be, to comprehend these various objectives and apply them in the designing of EL studies (Earnest et al., 2015). Overall view of this article is to focus on the implications for future research on EL.

The implications presented in this article may possibly provide a foundation for practical studies for future. The results obtained through the literature survey indicates that learning entrepreneurial competencies and detection serve as the foundation for entrepreneurship, and that EL need to be envisaged as a lasting activity with constantly updated knowledge (Sullivan, 2000). Therefore, the expansion of individuals' awareness in entrepreneurship can be regarded as a leisurely and step by step accumulation process which is spread all the way through their education and quality lifestyles. This indicates that any efforts to encourage entrepreneurship by way of enhancing knowledge can have powerful and straight influence on the expansion of awareness of entrepreneurship. It is clear that any policy implication on educational activities for stimulating EL need to be mainly focused on enhancing entrepreneurial competencies which is a combination of knowledge, skills, attitude, motivation and traits throughout their education and professional lives. In addition, research indicates that increasing competency helps exact business commencement, initial processes prior to the business coming to existence and other actions during their work lives (Ernest et al, 2015). Hence, any policy intending to encourage persons to embark on entrepreneurial activities need to be focused on attempts to make entrepreneurship very striking as a potential career.
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5. CONCLUSION

As a whole, it becomes clear that research conducted up to now, education activates of graduates lack a general frame, where queries on the subject of EL still remain unreciprocated. Examining the results of competencies of graduates only in relation to knowledge, skills and attitudes are of little relevance to the field as there are many other components that serve the purpose. Hence the important implication would be the inclusion of other competencies that has an impact on EL as a process, and how these relationships occur throughout the entrepreneurial actions. Therefore the need arises to carry out more detailed and intensified empirical research to study the association of EL and its sub-dimensions, with the intension of incorporating more future research on this field.

It is therefore significant that policy makers within the educational industry focuses a proactive minds to the learning system of graduate entrepreneurs for economic advancement by making an apprised decision making about the entrepreneurial competencies, traits of entrepreneurs and motivation of entrepreneurs recognized. Besides, it also recommended that EL should be a dynamic blend of approaches of dimensions and entrepreneurial action focus of the graduate entrepreneurs in the university system in Sri Lanka.
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